From grasshoppers and rattlesnakes to lions and coyotes: this ingenious yet simple series introduces children to food chains and life cycles in three of the world's grasslands.

Discover which creatures are at the top and bottom of three grassland food chains, and learn what happens at each stage of their life cycle. At the end of each spread, use the picture clue to guess which grassland predator is waiting to pounce! Explore the African grasslands, the South American pampas, and the North American prairies to find out which creatures live there... and which will make a tasty snack!

Each book in this essential series reveals the life cycles of eleven fascinating living things in a particular habitat. The life cycles link together to create three food chains. At the end of the book is a simple overview of how the three food chains interact to create a food web. With clear text and punchy photographs, this is a captivating introduction to habitats and ecosystems.

Sean Callery is a writer and primary-school teacher. He has written a number of information books for publishers such as HarperCollins and Which?, as well as musicals and educational articles.
From grasshoppers and rattlesnakes to lions and coyotes: this ingenious yet simple series introduces children to food chains and life cycles in three of the world's grasslands.

Discover which creatures are at the top and bottom of three grassland food chains, and learn what happens at each stage of their life cycle. At the end of each spread, use the picture clue to guess which grassland predator is waiting to pounce! Explore the African grasslands, the South American pampas, and the North American prairies to find out which creatures live there... and which will make a tasty snack!

Each book in this essential series reveals the life cycles of eleven fascinating living things in a particular habitat. The life cycles link together to create three food chains. At the end of the book is a simple overview of how the three food chains interact to create a food web. With clear text and punchy photographs, this is a captivating introduction to habitats and ecosystems.

Sean Callery is a writer and primary-school teacher. He has written a number of information books for publishers such as HarperCollins and Which?, as well as musicals and educational articles.
From coral and jellyfish to tiger sharks and sea turtles: this ingenious yet simple series introduces children to food chains and life cycles in three of the world’s oceans.

Discover which creatures are at the top and bottom of three ocean food chains, and learn what happens at each stage of their life cycle. At the end of each spread, use the picture clue to guess which ocean predator is waiting to pounce! Explore the Indian ocean, Pacific ocean, and the Atlantic ocean to find out which creatures live there... and which will make a tasty snack!

Each book in this essential series reveals the life cycles of eleven fascinating living things in a particular habitat. The life cycles link together to create three food chains. At the end of the book is a simple overview of how the three food chains interact to create a food web. With clear text and punchy photographs, this is a captivating introduction to habitats and ecosystems.

Sean Callery is a writer and primary-school teacher. He has written a number of information books for publishers such as HarperCollins and Which?, as well as musicals and educational articles.
From coral and jellyfish to tiger sharks and sea turtles: this ingenious yet simple series introduces children to food chains and life cycles in three of the world's oceans.

Discover which creatures are at the top and bottom of three ocean food chains, and learn what happens at each stage of their life cycle. At the end of each spread, use the picture clue to guess which ocean predator is waiting to pounce! Explore the Indian ocean, Pacific ocean, and the Atlantic ocean to find out which creatures live there... and which will make a tasty snack!

Each book in this essential series reveals the life cycles of eleven fascinating living things in a particular habitat. The life cycles link together to create three food chains. At the end of the book is a simple overview of how the three food chains interact to create a food web. With clear text and punchy photographs, this is a captivating introduction to habitats and ecosystems.

Sean Callery is a writer and primary-school teacher. He has written a number of information books for publishers such as HarperCollins and Which?, as well as musicals and educational articles.
From seals and penguins to Arctic foxes and polar bears: this ingenious yet simple series introduces children to food chains and life cycles in the world’s polar lands.

Discover which creatures are at the top and bottom of three polar food chains, and learn what happens at each stage of their life cycle. At the end of each spread, use the picture clue to guess which polar predator is waiting to pounce! Explore the Arctic and Antarctica to find out which creatures live there... and which will make a tasty snack!

Each book in this essential series reveals the life cycles of eleven fascinating living things in a particular habitat. The life cycles link together to create three food chains. At the end of the book is a simple overview of how the three food chains interact to create a food web. With clear text and punchy photographs, this is a captivating introduction to habitats and ecosystems.

Sean Callery is a writer and primary-school teacher. He has written a number of information books for publishers such as HarperCollins and Which?, as well as musicals and educational articles.
From seals and penguins to Arctic foxes and polar bears: this ingenious yet simple series introduces children to food chains and life cycles in the world's polar lands.

Discover which creatures are at the top and bottom of three polar food chains, and learn what happens at each stage of their life cycle. At the end of each spread, use the picture clue to guess which polar predator is waiting to pounce! Explore the Arctic and Antarctica to find out which creatures live there... and which will make a tasty snack!

Each book in this essential series reveals the life cycles of eleven fascinating living things in a particular habitat. The life cycles link together to create three food chains. At the end of the book is a simple overview of how the three food chains interact to create a food web. With clear text and punchy photographs, this is a captivating introduction to habitats and ecosystems.

Sean Callery is a writer and primary-school teacher. He has written a number of information books for publishers such as HarperCollins and Which?, as well as musicals and educational articles.
From pitcher plants and leafcutter ants to jaguars and armadillos: this ingenious yet simple series introduces children to food chains and life cycles in the world's rainforests.

Discover which creatures are at the top and bottom of three rainforest food chains, and learn what happens at each stage of their life cycle. At the end of each spread, use the picture clue to guess which rainforest predator is waiting to pounce! Explore the rainforests of the Amazon, Borneo, and Madagascar to find out which creatures live there... and which will make a tasty snack!

Each book in this essential series reveals the life cycles of eleven fascinating living things in a particular habitat. The life cycles link together to create three food chains. At the end of the book is a simple overview of how the three food chains interact to create a food web. With clear text and punchy photographs, this is a captivating introduction to habitats and ecosystems.

Sean Callery is a writer and primary-school teacher. He has written a number of information books for publishers such as HarperCollins and Which?, as well as musicals and educational articles.
From pitcher plants and leafcutter ants to jaguars and armadillos: this ingenious yet simple series introduces children to food chains and life cycles in the world's rainforests.

Discover which creatures are at the top and bottom of three rainforest food chains, and learn what happens at each stage of their life cycle. At the end of each spread, use the picture clue to guess which rainforest predator is waiting to pounce! Explore the rainforests of the Amazon, Borneo, and Madagascar to find out which creatures live there . . . and which will make a tasty snack!

Each book in this essential series reveals the life cycles of eleven fascinating living things in a particular habitat. The life cycles link together to create three food chains. At the end of the book is a simple overview of how the three food chains interact to create a food web. With clear text and punchy photographs, this is a captivating introduction to habitats and ecosystems.

Sean Callery is a writer and primary-school teacher. He has written a number of information books for publishers such as HarperCollins and Which?, as well as musicals and educational articles.
Basher’s unique atlas creates an unforgettable cast of characters that bring to life the world’s countries and other territories.

This brand-new addition to the Basher range of books, which include the bestselling *Complete Periodic Table* from the *Basher Science* series, offers a unique and exciting way to explore the world. *Basher Geography: Countries of the World* features a different take on the traditional atlas approach and will capture the imagination of readers with its quirky and highly memorable characters to visualize the world’s countries (and other key territories). You’ll never forget the huge and fascinating country of Brazil envisaged as a footballer! Accompanying each country character is a detailed map as well as key facts and some amazing information. Who knew that over 820 different languages are spoken in Papua New Guinea, or that Peru has more pyramids than Egypt?

Mary Budzik is the author of many children’s (and adult) books, including *Punctuation, Grammar* and *Creative Writing* in the *Basher Basics* series as well as the bestselling *Mythology* in the *Basher History* range.

From his first book *The Periodic Table* (2007) to his more recent, *Basher Science: Engineering*, Basher’s unique illustration style of East meets West features a dash of graffiti artist and a large helping of wit added in. This "graphic surrealism” approach to illustration has intrigued and informed a whole generation of children and engaged them with learning important topics in a light-hearted and entertaining but informative manner.
Basher's unique atlas creates an unforgettable cast of characters that bring to life the world's countries and other territories.

This brand-new addition to the Basher range of books, which include the bestselling Complete Periodic Table from the Basher Science series, offers a unique and exciting way to explore the world. Basher Geography: Countries of the World features a different take on the traditional atlas approach and will capture the imagination of readers with its quirky and highly memorable characters to visualize the world's countries (and other key territories). You'll never forget the huge and fascinating country of Brazil envisaged as a footballer! Accompanying each country character is a detailed map as well as key facts and some amazing information. Who knew that over 820 different languages are spoken in Papua New Guinea, or that Peru has more pyramids than Egypt?

Mary Budzik is the author of many children's (and adult) books, including Punctuation, Grammar and Creative Writing in the Basher Basics series as well as the bestselling Mythology in the Basher History range.

From his first book The Periodic Table (2007) to his more recent, Basher Science: Engineering, Basher's unique illustration style of East meets West features a dash of graffiti artist and a large helping of wit added in. This "graphic surrealism" approach to illustration has intrigued and informed a whole generation of children and engaged them with learning important topics in a light-hearted and entertaining but informative manner.
Trek across the incredible Galapagos Islands, come face to face with the wildlife, and discover the amazing explorers – and pirates! – who first explored these landscapes.

Where would you find the largest tortoise in the world? What is a blue-footed booby? Are volcanic islands safe to live on? *In Focus: Galapagos Islands* has the answers!

*In Focus* is a cool, new information series that's perfect for curious kids. These fun books feature modern, magazine-style pages, including top 10 lists, fast facts, quickfire quizzes, and more! With pages packed with vivid photography and punchy text, kids will have fun learning about the world around them!

Each *In Focus* book features a contents page, glossary, and index.

**Clive Gifford** is an award-winning writer for children whose first book was published at the age of seventeen. He has written over 80 non-fiction books including Robots (Carlton), Spies (Carlton), The Kingfisher Geography Encyclopedia, and the Kingfisher Book of Living Worlds. He has received commendations from PBS and the Smithsonian Museum and received a Times Educational Supplement Information Book of the Year award. Clive’s book, *Eyebenders*, was the 2014 winner of the Royal Society Young People's Book Prize.
Trek across the incredible Galapagos Islands, come face to face with the wildlife, and discover the amazing explorers – and pirates! – who first explored these landscapes.

Where would you find the largest tortoise in the world? What is a blue-footed booby? Are volcanic islands safe to live on? In Focus: Galapagos Islands has the answers!

In Focus is a cool, new information series that’s perfect for curious kids. These fun books feature modern, magazine-style pages, including top 10 lists, fast facts, quickfire quizzes, and more! With pages packed with vivid photography and punchy text, kids will have fun learning about the world around them!

Each In Focus book features a contents page, glossary, and index.

Clive Gifford is an award-winning writer for children whose first book was published at the age of seventeen. He has written over 80 non-fiction books including Robots (Carlton), Spies (Carlton), The Kingfisher Geography Encyclopedia, and the Kingfisher Book of Living Worlds. He has received commendations from PBS and the Smithsonian Museum and received a Times Educational Supplement Information Book of the Year award. Clive’s book, Eyebenders, was the 2014 winner of the Royal Society Young People’s Book Prize.
Come face to face with intelligent animals!
Find out how dolphins communicate, if elephants really have good memory skills, and if there are any animals that can learn to speak our languages!

Which intelligent animals can use tools? Can animals learn a language? Which animal is the cleverest of all? In Focus: Intelligent Animals has the answers!

In Focus is a cool, new information series that's perfect for curious kids. These fun books feature modern, magazine-style pages, including top 10 lists, fast facts, quickfire quizzes, and more! With pages packed with vivid photography and fun facts, kids will have fun learning about the world around them!

Each In Focus book features a contents page, glossary, and index.

Steve Parker is a British science writer of children's and adult's books. He has written more than 300 titles and contributed to or edited another 150. Steve's books range from grade 1 to grade 9 and beyond, as well as family reference and the semi-academic field.
Come face to face with intelligent animals! Find out how dolphins communicate, if elephants really have good memory skills, and if there are any animals that can learn to speak our languages!

Which intelligent animals can use tools? Can animals learn a language? Which animal is the cleverest of all? *In Focus: Intelligent Animals* has the answers!

*In Focus* is a cool, new information series that's perfect for curious kids. These fun books feature modern, magazine-style pages, including top 10 lists, fast facts, quickfire quizzes, and more! With pages packed with vivid photography and fun facts, kids will have fun learning about the world around them!

Each *In Focus* book features a contents page, glossary, and index.

Steve Parker is a British science writer of children's and adult's books. He has written more than 300 titles and contributed to or edited another 150. Steve's books range from grade 1 to grade 9 and beyond, as well as family reference and the semi-academic field.
The Kingfisher Soccer Encyclopedia

Fully revised and updated, this is the perfect gift book for the 2018 World Cup and beyond

The Kingfisher Soccer Encyclopedia captures the triumph and despair of pivotal moments in world soccer. Packed with pictures and profiles of the world's most skillful soccer players - old and new - from Beckham to Messi, Pelé to Ronaldo, Rooney to Neymar. It includes an in-depth coverage of every aspect of soccer, from rules and skills to managers and tactics, and more!

All the drama of the "beautiful game" is fully analyzed with dynamic photos and digital artworks while each chapter includes links to websites, providing a valuable access point to databases of players, U.S. men's and women's teams, international results, and major tournaments. Packed with the latest statistics and fully updated for this new edition, this is a superbly detailed reference book for every soccer fan.

Clive Gifford is an award-winning author who has written hundreds of articles and over 50 books. For Kingfisher, Clive's titles include Soccer - The ultimate guide to the beautiful game, Soccer Skills, Olympics, 10 Explorers Who Changed the World, How the World Works and Think Again!. He has received commendations from PBS and the Smithsonian Museum and received a Times Educational Supplement Information Book of the Year award. He won the Royal Society Young People's Book Prize with Eye Benders. A life-long supporter of the London team Queens Park Rangers, he has also been a soccer coach and contributed to various soccer fanzines. Clive lives in Manchester, England.
Come along on five journeys to piece together your favorite amazing machines!

This chunky, playful jigsaw puzzle book features five amazing machines driven by a trio of traveling animal adventurers! Small hands can piece together an airplane, a rocket, a truck, a train, and a tractor. Each sturdy jigsaw puzzle contains nine large pieces, and the picture is printed underneath for ease of use. Ant Parker's bold, bright artwork and Tony Mitton's rhyming text make learning about machines more fun than ever before!

Tony Mitton has been writing since he was 9. He began writing for children while still working as a primary school and special needs teacher. He now works full-time as a writer and sometimes performs his poems in schools and libraries. His picture books include Down by the Cool of the Pool (with Guy Parker-Rees) and The Somethingosaur (with Russell Ayto).

Ant Parker is known for his distinctive, vibrant work in books such as Charlie Chick. His artwork has been animated for BBC Children’s TV and he illustrated the bestselling Amazing Machines picture-book series. His other titles include the pop-up counting book 10 Little Monsters, and I Am Reading: JJ Rabbit and the Monster. Ant lives in London, U.K.
Cute, cuddly rabbits help young children learn about time

Young children will enjoy following Alan Baker's inquisitive little rabbits as they make new discoveries. Simple storylines and playful artwork offer a fresh approach to learning early concepts.

Alan Baker has illustrated The Odyssey and The Story of King Arthur, both published by Kingfisher. In addition, Alan created the popular and successful Little Rabbits series, which has sold over half-a-million copies in the U.S.
Cute, cuddly rabbits help young children learn about recognizing all sorts of patterns and shapes

Young children will enjoy following Alan Baker's inquisitive little rabbits as they make new discoveries. Simple storylines and playful artwork offer a fresh approach to learning early concepts.

Alan Baker has illustrated The Odyssey and The Story of King Arthur, both published by Kingfisher. In addition, Alan created the popular and successful Little Rabbits series, which has sold over half-a-million copies in the U.S.
A chunky board book for preschoolers in the much loved *Amazing Machines* series

Cars are really handy, for getting us around. They whiz along on busy roads, and make a zoomy sound.

From race cars to limousines, cruise down the street with some wacky animal drivers in this lively story, now in an attractive board book format perfect for small hands. Young children will adore it as will the adults who get to read aloud these irresistible rhymes!

**Tony Mitton** has been writing since he was 9. He began writing for children while still working as a primary school and special needs teacher. He now works full-time as a writer and sometimes performs his poems in schools and libraries. His picture books include *Down by the Cool of the Pool* (with Guy Parker-Rees) and *The Somethingsaur* (with Russell Ayto).

**Ant Parker** is known for his distinctive, vibrant work in books such as *Charlie Chick*. His artwork has been animated for BBC Children’s TV and he illustrated the bestselling *Amazing Machines* picture-book series. His other titles include the pop-up counting book *10 Little Monsters*, and *I Am Reading: JJ Rabbit and the Monster*. Ant lives in London, U.K.
A chunky board book for preschoolers in the much loved *Amazing Machines* series

Diggers are noisy, strong, and big. Diggers can carry and push and dig. Diggers have shovels to scoop and lift, blades that bulldoze, shunt, and shift.

Sloshing and squelching, and smashing and bashing, the construction machinery does its work - manned by a friendly animal gang - in this lively story now in an attractive board book format perfect for small hands. Young children will adore it as will the adults who get to read aloud these irresistible rhymes!

*Tony Mitton* has been writing since he was 9. He began writing for children while still working as a primary school and special needs teacher. He now works full-time as a writer and sometimes performs his poems in schools and libraries. His picture books include *Down by the Cool of the Pool* (with Guy Parker-Rees) and *The Somethingosaur* (with Russell Ayto).

*Ant Parker* is known for his distinctive, vibrant work in books such as *Charlie Chick*. His artwork has been animated for BBC Children’s TV and he illustrated the bestselling *Amazing Machines* picture-book series. His other titles include the pop-up counting book *10 Little Monsters*, and *I Am Reading: JJ Rabbit and the Monster*. Ant lives in London, U.K.
A chunky board book packed full of truck adventures from the bestselling Amazing Machines creators

Trucks are tough and sturdy. They take on heavy loads, then thunder on their giant tires down long and busy roads.

From semitrailers to tankers, rumble down the road with a team of animal truckers in this lively story, now in an attractive board book format perfect for small hands. Young children will adore it as will the adults who get to read aloud these irresistible rhymes!

Tony Mitton has been writing since he was 9. He began writing for children while still working as a primary school and special needs teacher. He now works full-time as a writer and sometimes performs his poems in schools and libraries. His picture books include Down by the Cool of the Pool (with Guy Parker-Rees) and The Somethingosaur (with Russell Ayto).

Ant Parker is known for his distinctive, vibrant work in books such as Charlie Chick. His artwork has been animated for BBC Children's TV and he illustrated the bestselling Amazing Machines picture-book series. His other titles include the pop-up counting book 10 Little Monsters, and I Am Reading: JJ Rabbit and the Monster. Ant lives in London, U.K.
A chunky board book packed full of tractor adventures from the bestselling Amazing Machines creators

Tremendous, chuggy tractors, so sturdy and so strong, hitching up to farm machines and pulling them along.

Climb aboard a tractor with a trio of animal farmers in this lively story, now in an attractive board book format perfect for small hands. Young children will adore it as will the adults who get to read aloud these irresistible rhymes!

Tony Mitton has been writing since he was 9. He began writing for children while still working as a primary school and special needs teacher. He now works full-time as a writer and sometimes performs his poems in schools and libraries. His picture books include Down by the Cool of the Pool (with Guy Parker-Rees) and The Somethingosaur (with Russell Ayto).

Ant Parker is known for his distinctive, vibrant work in books such as Charlie Chick. His artwork has been animated for BBC Children’s TV and he illustrated the bestselling Amazing Machines picture-book series. His other titles include the pop-up counting book 10 Little Monsters, and I Am Reading: JJ Rabbit and the Monster. Ant lives in London, U.K.
Warm-up, kickoff! This colorful, action-packed, and practical handbook is a fantastic introduction to soccer.

Clear, accessible text covers everything a young soccer enthusiast needs to know: basic skills, tactics and techniques, rules and referees, world players and tournaments - and so much more. Great step-by-step photography and top tips make this a perfect guide book to take home and to soccer practice.

Clive Gifford, former soccer coach and lifelong fan, is an award-winning writer for children whose first book was published at the age of seventeen. He has written over 80 non-fiction books including Robots (Carlton), Spies (Carlton), The Kingfisher Geography Encyclopedia, and the bestselling Kingfisher Soccer Encyclopedia. He has received commendations from PBS and the Smithsonian Museum and received a Times Educational Supplement Information Book of the Year award.
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LIFT THE FLAPS
A fun, informative lift-the-flap board book with lively and charming illustrations. More than 50 chunky flaps reveal extra, exciting information for a variety of child-friendly topics.
BB • 8 x 10 • Ages 2-5 • Grades PreK-1 16 pp. • $9.99 ($10.99 CAN)

WHO’S THAT …
These sturdy board books are perfect vehicles for interactive animal fun, as each volume focuses on a different aspect of animal behavior that can be easily acted out—like playing, eating, and making noises.
BB • 6 x 6 • Ages 3-5 • Grades PreK-K • 14 pp. • $5.99 ($6.99 CAN)

BABY ANIMALS
With playful text, and beautiful close-up photography that features baby animals in their natural habitats, this series is an accessible introduction to a wide range of animals and environments.
BB • 6 x 6 • Ages Birth-6 • Grades PreK-Up • 14 pp. • $5.99 ($5.99 CAN)

ANIMAL BABIES
Children will love learning and looking at different animal babies from different places in these vibrant board books filled with real-life photos.
BB • 6 x 6 • Ages 2-5 • Grades PreK-1 • 24 pp. • $6.99 ($7.99 CAN)

I CAN DRAW
I Can Draw gives young children the confidence to learn to draw by starting from a simple shape and adding a little extra with each step until the picture is complete. With perforated practice pages and themed scenes for children to finish, this book will appeal to budding young artists everywhere.
PB • 10.6 x 8.5 • Ages 4-6 • Grades K-2 • 96pp. • $9.99 ($11.50 CAN)
AMAZING MACHINES

These picture books are perfect for any preschooler who loves machines. From airplanes to rockets to tractors, these critically acclaimed picture books are full of fun rhyming text, bright artwork, and wacky animal characters that will engage and delight young children as they learn about machines.

PB • 8 x 8 • $4.99 ($6.99 CAN) • POB • 8 x 8 • $9.99 ($13.99 CAN) • Ages 3-5 • Grades Prek • 24 pp.

AMAZING MACHINES ACTIVITY BOOKS

These interactive early learning activity books are packed full of counting, matching, drawing, writing, and coloring activities, stickers, and press-out model pieces featuring the best-selling Amazing Machines critters and vehicles.

PB • 10.65 x 8.5 • Ages 3-6 PreK and up • 24pp. • $5.99 ($8.50 CAN)
AMAZING MACHINES FIRST CONCEPTS
A bright and lively introduction to important first concepts from the team that brought you the bestselling Amazing Machines series.

BB • 5 x 5 • Ages 2-6 • 12pp. • $5.99 ($6.99 CAN)

AMAZING ANIMALS
The perfect companion to the much-loved Amazing Machines series, Amazing Animals introduces you to the animal kingdom with the same trademark blend of fun rhyming text and bright artwork.

PB • 8 x 8 • Ages 3-5 • PreK to K • 24pp. • $4.99 ($5.99 CAN)

POP AND PLAY
A charming series filled with friends that pop out to play with eager young readers. Bright and whimsical illustrations pop off each page to delight, surprise and entertain little ones.

BB • 7 x 7 • Ages 3 up • P and up • 10pp • $7.99 ($8.99 CAN)

WOW! SURPRISING FACTS ABOUT ...  
11 x 9 • Ages 5-8  
Grades K-3 • 32 pp.  
$8.99 ($9.99 CAN)  
$15.99 ($18.50 CAN)
LITTLE RABBIT BOOKS

Toddlers will love learning with these warmly illustrated and meticulously detailed first concept books.

9 x 7  •  Ages up to 3  •  Grades birth to PreK  •  32 pp.  •  Padded BB $9.99 ($13.99 CAN).  •  PB $7.99 ($11.50 CAN).  •  POB $12.99 ($17.99 CAN)

Black and White Rabbit’s ABC
BB 978-0-7534-7360-3
PB 978-0-7534-7323-8
POB 978-0-7534-7322-1

Brown Rabbit’s Shapes
PB 978-0-7534-7327-6
POB 978-0-7534-7326-9

Brown Rabbit’s Busy Day
PB 978-0-7534-7356-6
POB 978-0-7534-7337-5

Gray Rabbit’s 123
PB 978-0-7534-7325-2
POB 978-0-7534-7324-5

Gray Rabbit’s Favorite Things
PB 978-0-7534-7357-3
POB 978-0-7534-7338-2

White Rabbit’s Colors
BB 978-0-7534-7359-7
PB 978-0-7534-7321-4
POB 978-0-7534-7320-7

FLIP THE FLAPS

Questions are the first step in scientific exploration, and this series encourages preschoolers’ curiosity through an engaging flip-the-flap format with popular questions on top, and answers underneath. Bonus spot-the-difference game as the flaps are flipped!

PB  •  9 x 9 4  •  Ages 3-6  •  Grades PreK-1  •  32 pp.  •  PB $6.99 ($7.99 CAN)

Animal Homes
PB 978-0-7534-6950-7

Baby Animals
PB 978-0-7534-6849-4

Creepy-Crawlies
PB 978-0-7534-6739-8

Dinosaurs
PB 978-0-7534-6496-0

Farm Animals
PB 978-0-7534-6738-1

Jungle Animals
PB 978-0-7534-6859-3

Pets
PB 978-0-7534-6850-0

Planet Earth
PB 978-0-7534-6860-9

Things That Go
PB 978-0-7534-7133-3

Weather
PB 978-0-7534-7132-6

Whales and Dolphins
PB 978-0-7534-6497-7

PICTURE BOOKS AND POETRY

Don’t Kiss the Frog
HC 978-0-7534-5953-9
$14.99 ($17.99 CAN)
PB 978-0-7534-6946-0
$8.99 ($9.99 CAN)
9 x 11  •  Ages 6-10
Grades 3-6  •  80 pp.
AR Level 4.0

My First French Book
PB 978-0-7534-5998-0
$7.99 ($10.25 CAN)
7 x 10  •  Ages Birth-5
Grades PreK-K  •  48 pp.
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3D THEATER POP-UPS
3D Theater combines the most interesting research, the most amazing environments, and the latest paper engineering to create a one-of-a-kind nonfiction experience that literally pops in three dimensions.

POB • 9½x10 • Ages 4-8 • Grades PreK-3 • 20 pp • $19.99($22.99CAN)

YOUNG DISCOVERERS
These children’s science books are full of science facts and experiments for young researchers. Readers learn facts about the world around them, and fun science experiments reinforce and add to the information in the text.

PB • 9½x8½ • Ages 5-8 • Grades K-3 • 32 pp • $7.99($8.99CAN)

QUESTION TIME
In Question Time books, children will find the answers to their questions about the world. Carefully researched to meet the needs of 5 to 8-year-olds, these books cover popular subjects in fascinating detail, with colorful illustrations and photographs.

PB • 9 x 11 • Ages 5-8 • Grade K-3 • 32 pp • $7.99($8.99 CAN)
IT’S ALL ABOUT

It’s All About is a new series packed with amazing up-to-date facts and stats. A free downloadable audio link and eight collector cards are included with each book.

PB • 8 x 5.5 • Ages 5-8 • Grades K-3 • 32pp • $5.99 (8.50 CAN)

Amazing Sharks
PB 978-0-7534-7266-8
F&P Level : N

Beastly Bugs
PB 978-0-7534-7260-6
F&P Level : N

Deadly Dinosaurs
PB 978-0-7534-7261-3
F&P Level : O

Epic Explorers
PB 978-0-7534-7280-4
F&P Level : O

Exotic Egyptians
PB 978-0-7534-7271-2
F&P Level : O

Fantastic Fliers
PB 978-0-7534-7286-6
F&P Level : N

FastCars
PB 978-0-7534-7284-2
F&P Level : N

Glorious Greeks
PB 978-0-7534-7283-5
F&P Level : P

Mighty Trucks
PB 978-0-7534-7288-0
F&P Level : N

Polar Plunge
PB 978-0-7534-7262-0
F&P Level : N

Remarkable Rain Forests
PB 978-0-7534-7263-7
F&P Level : N

Remarkable Romans
PB 978-0-7534-7282-8
F&P Level : O

Rushing Rivers
PB 978-0-7534-7264-4
F&P Level : O

Scary Spiders
PB 978-0-7534-7265-1
F&P Level : O

Spectacular Ships
PB 978-0-7534-7289-7
F&P Level : O

Speedy Trains
PB 978-0-7534-7287-3
F&P Level : N

Super Solar System
PB 978-0-7534-7267-5
F&P Level : O

Tough Tractors
PB 978-0-7534-7285-9
F&P Level : N

Violent Volcanoes
PB 978-0-7534-7268-2
F&P Level : N

Wild Weather
PB 978-0-7534-7269-9
F&P Level : N
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THE BEST BOOK OF …

These are great introductions to the subjects children want to learn more about. With age-appropriate writing, solid information, and an affordable and portable format, these nonfiction books are the perfect resource for kids who want to learn about the world around them.

7½x 9½ • Ages 5–8 • Grade K–3 • 32 pp • PB $6.99 ($7.99 CAN) • 9½x 10¾ • POB $12.99 ($14.99 CAN)

DISCOVER SCIENCE

This essential series of science books makes science concepts accessible—capturing children’s imagination while laying the foundation for future learning. With age-appropriate language and an eye-catching design, Discover Science gives young readers the answers to fundamental questions about the human body, animals, planet Earth, and much more.

I WONDER WHY

This highly popular and long-running series explores the questions that young readers ask about the world around them in an unrivalled child-friendly style. The conversational format is perfect for delivering solid information in a natural, amusing, and imaginative way.

9x13 • Ages 5-8 • Grades K-3 • 32 pp. • PB $6.99 ($7.99 CAN) • 9 x 11 • POB $15.99 ($17.99 CAN)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Title</th>
<th>ISBN 10</th>
<th>ISBN 13</th>
<th>F&amp;P Level</th>
<th>AR Level</th>
<th>SKU</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Camels Have Humps</td>
<td>978-0-7534-6701-5</td>
<td>978-0-7534-6701-5</td>
<td>N</td>
<td>4.7</td>
<td>7534</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Caterpillars Eat So Much</td>
<td>978-0-7534-6707-7</td>
<td>978-0-7534-6707-7</td>
<td>N</td>
<td>4.7</td>
<td>7534</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Columbus Crossed the Ocean</td>
<td>978-0-7534-6952-1</td>
<td>978-0-7534-6952-1</td>
<td>O</td>
<td>5.6</td>
<td>7534</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Countries Fly Flags</td>
<td>978-0-7534-6793-0</td>
<td>978-0-7534-6793-0</td>
<td>O</td>
<td>5.6</td>
<td>7534</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Horses Wear Shoes</td>
<td>978-0-7534-6526-4</td>
<td>978-0-7534-6526-4</td>
<td>N</td>
<td>5.2</td>
<td>7534</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>I Wonder Why I Sleep</td>
<td>978-0-7534-6525-7</td>
<td>978-0-7534-6525-7</td>
<td>O</td>
<td>5.2</td>
<td>7534</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Leaves Change Color</td>
<td>978-0-7534-6697-1</td>
<td>978-0-7534-6697-1</td>
<td>N</td>
<td>5.6</td>
<td>7534</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mountains Have Snow on Top</td>
<td>978-0-7534-7361-0</td>
<td>978-0-7534-7361-0</td>
<td>O</td>
<td>5.6</td>
<td>7534</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mountains Fly Flags</td>
<td>978-0-7534-6530-1</td>
<td>978-0-7534-6530-1</td>
<td>O</td>
<td>5.6</td>
<td>7534</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Planes Have Wings</td>
<td>978-0-7534-6703-9</td>
<td>978-0-7534-6703-9</td>
<td>N</td>
<td>5.2</td>
<td>7534</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pyramids Were Built</td>
<td>978-0-7534-6527-1</td>
<td>978-0-7534-6527-1</td>
<td>O</td>
<td>5.2</td>
<td>7534</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Romans Wore Togas</td>
<td>978-0-7534-6795-4</td>
<td>978-0-7534-6795-4</td>
<td>O</td>
<td>5.2</td>
<td>7534</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The Sahara Is Cold at Night</td>
<td>978-0-7534-6797-8</td>
<td>978-0-7534-6797-8</td>
<td>O</td>
<td>5.2</td>
<td>7534</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The Sea Is Salty</td>
<td>978-0-7534-6521-9</td>
<td>978-0-7534-6521-9</td>
<td>O</td>
<td>5.2</td>
<td>7534</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Snakes Shed Their Skin</td>
<td>978-0-7534-6531-8</td>
<td>978-0-7534-6531-8</td>
<td>O</td>
<td>5.2</td>
<td>7534</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Soap Makes Bubbles</td>
<td>978-0-7534-6936-1</td>
<td>978-0-7534-6936-1</td>
<td>O</td>
<td>5.2</td>
<td>7534</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Spiders Spin Webs</td>
<td>978-0-7534-6524-0</td>
<td>978-0-7534-6524-0</td>
<td>O</td>
<td>5.2</td>
<td>7534</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The Sun Rises</td>
<td>978-0-7534-6525-5</td>
<td>978-0-7534-6525-5</td>
<td>O</td>
<td>5.2</td>
<td>7534</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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I WONDER WHY (continued)

Ages 5-8 • Grades K-3 • 32 pp. • PB $6.99 ($7.99 CAN) 9 x 11
• POB $15.99 ($17.99 CAN) 9½ x 11¼

I Wonder Why There’s a Hole in the Sky
PB 978-0-7534-6799-2
F&P Level: N

I Wonder Why Triceratops Had Horns
PB 978-0-7534-6523-3
F&P Level: O
AR Level: 5.2

I Wonder Why Volcanoes Blow Their Tops
PB 978-0-7534-6935-4
F&P Level: O
AR Level: 5.8

I Wonder Why The Wind Blows
PB 978-0-7534-6522-6
F&P Level: N
AR Level: 4.4

I Wonder Why Zippers Have Teeth
PB 978-0-7534-6801-2
F&P Level: O
AR Level: 5.1

Wonder Why Cars Go Fast Sticker Activity Book
PB 978-0-7534-7141-8
24pp.

THE BOOK OF ...

Follow a crew of fun and friendly characters to discover the answers to questions you’ve always wanted to ask.

PB • 7½ x 7½ • Ages 5-8 • Grades K-3 • 64 pp.

The Book of Space
PB 978-0-7534-7099-2
$7.99 ($8.99 CAN)

STORY COLLECTIONS

Aesop’s Fables
PB 978-0-7534-6133-4
$9.99 ($10.99 CAN)
8½ x 10½ • Ages 4-8
Grades Pre-K-3 • 80pp.
AR Level 5.4

The Milly Molly Mandy Storybook
HC 978-0-7534-5332-2
$13.99 ($15.50 CAN)
5 x 7½ • Ages 5-8 • Grades K-3 • 224 pp.

GENERAL NONFICTION

Lifesize Ocean
PB 978-0-7534-7097-8
$8.99 ($9.99 CAN)
POB 978-0-7534-7096-1
$16.99 ($18.99 CAN)
9½ x 12 • Ages 6-9
Grades K-4 • 32 pp.

Lifesize Rainforest
PB 978-0-7534-7291-3
$8.99 ($9.99)
POB 978-0-7534-7190-6
$16.99 ($18.99 CAN)
9½ x 12 • Ages 6-9
Grades K-4 • 32 pp.

My First Horse and Pony Book
PB 978-0-7534-5878-5
$10.99 ($12.99 CAN)
8½ x 10½ • Ages 5-8
Grades K-3 • 48 pp.

My First Soccer Book
HC 978-0-7534-6783-1
$12.99 ($14.99 CAN)
8½ 11½ • Ages 5 up
Grades K up • 48 pp.

Plagues, Pox, and Pestilence
HC 978-0-7534-6687-2
$15.99 ($17.99 CAN)
9 x 10½ • Ages 7 up
Grades 1 up • 48pp.
KINGFISHER READERS
This is a dynamic series that hooks the interest of emerging readers with irresistible topics and guides them through five levels of increasing reading challenges as they build confidence and progress toward reading alone. Each book in the series is carefully designed with natural sounding language, visually exciting images, and a layout that makes the narrative flow naturally.

6 x 9 • Ages 5 to 8 • Grades K-3 • 32pp. • POB $12.99 ($14.99 CAN) • PB $3.99 ($3.99 CAN)
FAST FACTS
Fast Facts is an exciting and fast-paced new series of high-interest, lower reading level books aimed at information-hungry children who enjoy nonfiction, but may be less confident readers.
10.5 x 9 • Ages 7-11 • Grades 2-6 • 32pp
PB $6.99 ($9.99 CAN) • POB $11.99 ($16.99 CAN)

LIFE CYCLES
Each book in this essential series for children reveals the life cycles of ten animals which link together to create three food chains in a particular habitat.
9 1/4 x 10 1/4 • Ages 7-10 • Grades 2-5 • 32 pp • PB $6.99 ($7.99 CAN) • POB $12.99 ($14.99 CAN)

GET INTO ART!
Introduces children to the world of art while encouraging budding artists to develop their own artistic abilities. Accomplished artists, along with some of their famous pieces and techniques are presented, then followed up with an art project reminiscent of each artist’s work or genre.
9 x 10 1/2 • Ages 7 up • Grades 2 up • 32pp. • PB $8.99 ($10.50 CAN) • POB $14.99 ($17.50 CAN)
EXPLORERS SERIES
Explorers nonfiction books are designed for readers in the early elementary grades (ages 7–10), who are beginning to exercise wider reading, research and cross-referencing skills. They can be read from page to page, or the reader can follow special “page links” to access information on related topics. Fabulous artwork scenes are followed up with photographic information spreads, which provide extra detail and background.

9 x 10 • Ages 7-10 • Grades 2-5 • 32 pp. • PB $6.99 ($7.99 CAN) • POB $10.99 ($12.99 CAN)

New in 2017!!

IN FOCUS
In Focus is a cool, new information series that’s perfect for curious kids. These fun books feature modern, magazine-style pages, including top 10 lists, fast facts, quick-fire quizzes, and more! With pages packed with vivid photography and fun facts, kids will have fun learning about the world around them! Each book includes a TOC, glossary, index, and front and end cover flaps.

8¼ x 10½ • Ages 5-8 • Grades K-3 • 64 pp • PB $12.99 ($17.99 CAN) • POB $17.99 ($24.99 CAN)

HANDS ON SCIENCE
These interactive books of projects and experiments take a hands-on approach to science concepts.

7½ x 10 • Ages 7-10
Grades 2-5 • 32 pp. $7.99 ($8.99 CAN)
GENERAL NONFICTION

Think Again!
POB 978-0-7534-7069-5
$18.99 ($20.99 CAN)
9½ x 11½ • Ages 8-13
Grades 2-7 • 160 pp.

Tree Shaker: The Story of Nelson Mandela
POB 978-0-7534-7184-5
$17.99 ($19.99 CAN)
9½ x 8¼ • Ages 11 up
Grades 5 up • 128 pp
Lexile: NC1270L
AR Level: 9.5

The World of Pirates
PB 978-0-7534-5786-3
$8.99 ($10.99 CAN)
8¾ x 10¾ • Ages 8-12
Grades 3-7 • 64 pp.

NAVIGATORS

Navigate your way through a fantastic range of subjects with this visually spectacular nonfiction series. Every spread is brimming with lively text, amazing photographs and art, and web links and quotes. Panels throughout offer focused information on specific topics.

9½ x 11 • Ages 9-12 • Grades 4-7 • 48 pp. • PB $8.99 ($9.99 CAN)

Ancient Greece
PB 978-0-7534-6955-2

Extreme Weather
PB 978-0-7534-6954-5

Pirates
PB 978-0-7534-7131-9

Rainforest
PB 978-0-7534-6938-5

Stars & Planets
PB 978-0-7534-6682-7

SPORTS-NON FICTION

Ages 9-12 • Grades 4-6 • 32 pp.

The Kingfisher Book of Soccer Skills
HC 978-0-7534-6873-9
$15.99 ($17.99 CAN) • 8¾ x 10¾
Ages 8 up • Grades 3 up • 64 pp.

Soccer: The Ultimate Guide to the Beautiful Game
PB 978-0-7534-5752-8
$9.99 ($11.99 CAN) • 8¾ x 10¾
Ages 8-12 • Grades 3-7 • 96 pp.

FICTION-KINGFISHER EPICS

PB • 7⅛ x 9½ • Ages 10-14 • Grades 5-9 • $8.99 ($9.99 CAN)

The Iliad
PB 978-0-7534-5722-1
316 pp.

The Odyssey
PB 978-0-7534-5723-8
216 pp.
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PICTURE THIS!
Picture This! Animals will engage the interests of a generation of visually sophisticated children and general readers. The purely graphic approach provides a clear and concise overview to further investigation and cross-referencing.

POB • 10 x 7 • Ages 8-13 • Grades 3-8 • 64pp. • $12.99 ($14.99 CAN)

REALLY, REALLY BIG QUESTIONS
Cool illustrations, brainteasers, and quirky quotations add to the simple and fun question-and-answer format, introducing readers to life’s important questions. Expand your knowledge and let your mind spin!

POB • 9 x 10 • Ages 9-1 • Grades 3-7 • 64 pp.

GAMES AND PASTIMES

SIDESPLITTERS
There are hundreds of fantastically funny jokes in these hilarious books for kids. Be warned—so many great jokes and pictures squished into each book carry the potential risk of side-splitting laughter!

PB • 5½x 8¼ • Ages 6-10 • Grades 1-5 • 64 pp. (unless noted)
Put the fun in learning fundamental concepts and skills with critically acclaimed Basher Basics books.

**Basher Basics**

7 x 7 • Ages 8 up • Grades 3 up • 64 pp.

- **Creative Writing**
  - PB 978-0-7534-7055-8
  - $7.99 ($8.99 CAN)
  - POB 978-0-7534-7054-1
  - $12.99 ($14.99 CAN)
  - F&P Level: T – Grade 5

- **Dinosaurs: The Bare Bones**
  - PB 978-0-7534-6824-1
  - $7.99 ($8.99 CAN)
  - POB 978-0-7534-6823-4
  - $12.99 ($14.99 CAN)
  - F&P Level: U – Grade 5

- **Grammar: The Bill of Writes**
  - PB 978-0-7534-6596-7
  - $7.99 ($8.99 CAN)
  - F&P Level: U – Grade 5

- **Math: A Book You Can Count On**
  - PB 978-0-7534-6419-9
  - $7.99 ($8.99 CAN)
  - F&P Level: V – Grade 5

- **Music: Hitting the Right Note**
  - PB 978-0-7534-6595-0
  - $7.99 ($8.99 CAN)
  - F&P Level: T – Grade 5

- **Punctuation: The Write Stuff**
  - PB 978-0-7534-6420-5
  - $7.99 ($8.99 CAN)
  - F&P Level: T – Grade 5

- **Space Exploration**
  - It is Rocket Science
  - PB 978-0-7534-7165-4
  - $7.99 ($8.99 CAN)
  - F&P Level: U – Grade 5

- **Weather: Whipping up a Storm**
  - PB 978-0-7534-6826-5
  - $7.99 ($8.99 CAN)
  - F&P Level: U – Grade 5

- **Basher History**

  Ages 10 up • Grades 5 up • 112 pp.
  - PB $8.99 ($9.99 CAN)
  - POB $14.99 ($16.99 CAN)

- **US Presidents: The Oval Office All-Stars—Revised Edition**
  - PB 978-0-7534-7319-1
  - $9.99 ($13.99 CAN)
  - POB 987-0-7534-7318-4
  - $14.99 ($20.99 CAN)
  - F&P Level: U – Grade 5

- **Basher History: States and Capitals**
  - PB 978-0-7534-7139-5
  - POB 978-0-7534-7138-8
  - F&P Level: U – Grade 5

- **Basher History: Mythology**
  - PB 978-0-7534-7172-2
  - POB 978-0-7534-7171-5
  - F&P Level: V – Grade 5

Visit Basher Laboratory to download activity pages, quizzes, games and more at www.basherbooks.com.

Like Kingfisher on Facebook and Follow us on Twitter for FREE activities, giveaways, and more.

www.basherbooks.com
**Basher Science**

This is Simon Basher’s one-of-a-kind visual science series. With quirky, unforgettable illustrations and smart, cool characters, this series brings big ideas down to earth—and makes learning completely fun!

7 x 7 • Ages 10 up • Grades 5 up • 128pp.

### Books in the Series

- **Algebra & Geometry:** Anything But Square!  
  PB978-0-7534-6597-4  
  $8.99 ($9.99CAN)  
  F&P Level: W — Grade 6

- **Astronomy:** Out of This World!  
  PB978-0-7534-6290-4  
  $8.99 ($11.50CAN)  
  F&P Level: W — Grade 6

- **Biology:** Life As We Know It!  
  PB978-0-7534-6253-9  
  $8.99 ($9.99CAN)  
  F&P Level: W — Grade 6

- **Chemistry:** Getting a Big Reaction!  
  PB978-0-7534-6413-7  
  $8.99 ($10.99CAN)  
  F&P Level: W — Grade 6

- **Climate Change:** A Hot Topic  
  PB978-0-7534-7175-3  
  $8.99 ($10.50CAN)  
  POB978-0-7534-7176-0  
  $14.99 ($17.50CAN)  
  F&P Level: W — Grade 6

- **Engineering:** The Riveting World of Buildings and Machines  
  PB978-0-7534-7311-5  
  $9.99 ($13.99CAN)  
  POB978-0-7534-7310-8  
  $14.99 ($20.99CAN)  
  F&P Level: V — Grade 5

- **Human Body:** A Book With Guts!  
  PB978-0-7534-6501-3  
  $8.99 ($9.99CAN)  
  F&P Level: W — Grade 6

- **Microbiology:** It’s a Small World  
  PB978-0-7534-7194-4  
  $8.99 ($10.50CAN)  
  POB978-0-7534-7195-1  
  $14.99 ($17.50CAN)  
  F&P Level: W — Grade 6

- **Ocean:** Making Waves  
  PB978-0-7534-6822-7  
  $8.99 ($9.99CAN)  
  F&P Level: V — Grade 5

- **Physical Science:** Why Matter Matters  
  PB978-0-7534-6214-0  
  $8.99 ($9.99CAN)  
  F&P Level: W — Grade 6

- **Planet Earth:** What Planet Are You On?  
  PB978-0-7534-6412-0  
  $8.99 ($10.99CAN)  
  F&P Level: V — Grade 5

- **Rocks & Minerals:** A Gem of a Book!  
  PB978-0-7534-6314-7  
  $8.99 ($11.50CAN)  
  F&P Level: V — Grade 5

- **Technology:** A Byte-Sized World!  
  PB978-0-7534-6820-3  
  $8.99 ($9.99CAN)  
  POB978-0-7534-6819-7  
  $14.99 ($16.99CAN)  
  F&P Level: W — Grade 6

www.basherbooks.com
NAVIGATORS BIND-UPS
These 80-page reference guides pull together the very best material from the highly successful Navigators series.

HC • 11 x 9.875 • Ages 9-12 • Grades 4-7 • 80pp. • $15.99 ($18.50 CAN)

Ancient Worlds
HC 978-0-7534-7239-2

Animal Kingdom
HC 978-0-7534-7278-1

Deadly Creatures
HC 978-0-7534-7240-8

Earth and Space
HC 978-0-7534-7279-8

KINGFISHER FIRST REFERENCE
PB • 8½ x 10½ • Ages 5-8 • Grades K-3 • $10.99 ($12.99 CAN)

The Kingfisher First Thesaurus
PB 978-0-7534-6586-8
144pp.

The Kingfisher First Encyclopedia of Animals
PB 978-0-7534-6588-2
144pp.

The Kingfisher First Encyclopedia
PB 978-0-7534-6587-5
160pp.

EVERYTHING YOU NEED TO KNOW REFERENCE
8½ x 10½ • Ages 4-8 • Grades PreK-3 • 160pp.

Everything You Need to Know About Animals
PB 978-0-7534-6975-0
$12.99 ($14.99 CAN)

Everything You Need to Know About Dinosaurs
PB 978-0-7534-7309-2
$12.99 ($14.99 CAN)

Everything You Need to Know About The Human Body
PB 978-0-7534-7168-5
$10.99 ($12.99 CAN)

Everything You Need to Know About Science
PB 978-0-7534-6945-3
$12.99 ($14.99 CAN)

ATLASES

The Kingfisher Atlas of World History
HC 978-0-7534-7294-1
$24.99 ($28.99 CAN)
9½ x 12 • Ages 10-14
Grades 5-9 • 192pp.

BIBLES AND BIBLE REFERENCE

Saints and Angels
HC 978-0-7534-5588-3
$16.99 ($21.99 CAN)
8½ x 11½ • Ages 10 up
Grades 5 up • 64 pp.
AR Level: 6.3

NEW!!!

My Favorite Bible Stories
HC 978-0-7534-7376-4
$15.99 USD ($22.99 CAN)
6½ x 8½

NEW!!!

My Pocket Bible Stories
HC 978-0-7534-7303-0
$13.99 USD ($19.50 CAN)
4 x 5½

(888)330-8477 www.Kingfisherbooks.com Kingfisher
General Information

Orders and Customer Service
MPS Distribution Center—Virginia
16365 James Madison Highway
Gordonsville, VA 22942
Toll free tel: (888) 330-8477
Customer service fax: (540) 672-7540
Order department fax: (800) 672-2054
Customer service E-mail: customerservice@mpsvirginia.com

International Sales Department
Pan Macmillan
20 New Wharf
London N1 9RR
United Kingdom
Tel: +44 207 014 6000
Fax: +44 207 014 6217

Returns
MPS Returns Center
14301 Litchfield Road
Orange, VA 22960

Ordering in Canada
(For Independent, Library, Trade, Wholesale, Special Markets and Warehouse Club Channels)
Raincoast Books
2440 Viking Way, Richmond
British Columbia V6V 1N2
Tel: (604) 448-7100
(800) 663-5714
Fax: (604) 270-7161
(800) 663-5770
email: customerservice@raincoast.com

Mail Order Catalogs, Premiums, and Special Sales
Special Markets Department
Macmillan Sales Division
175 Fifth Avenue, 13th floor
New York, NY10010
Tel: (800) 221-7945, ext. 5438

Date, prices, titles, and manufacturing specifications for all books announced are subject to change without notice. The listing of a price for any title in this catalog is not intended to control the resale price thereof. Kingfisher is a participant in the Library of Congress Cataloging-in-Publication program. Most of the titles appearing in this catalog will carry CIP data. ISBN indicates the International Standard Book Number. Covers shown in this catalog may not be final.

Macmillan reserves the right to ship loose copies of titles included in displays and prepacks if the displays and prepacks are not available.

Prices are correct at the time of going to print, but may be subject to change.

Children’s Book Council
Kingfisher is a member of the Children’s Book Council (CBC), a nonprofit trade organization that encourages the use and enjoyment of books and related literacy materials for young people. Our books from the current and immediately preceding year are available for examination at the CBC Library, 54 West 39th Street, 14th Floor, New York, NY 10018. The library is open to the public from 9:30 a.m. to 4:30 p.m., Monday through Friday.